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A Business-Driven Framework for Evaluating Cloud Computing Kunwadee Sripanidkulchai and Suleeporn Sujichantararat National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC), Thailand



Abstract—Cloud computing carries the promise of powerful models and abstractions that could transform the way IT services are delivered today. While the cloud’s economic model has been argued to provide cost beneﬁts compared to traditional in-house IT delivery, it remains to be seen how this argument changes for different business applications and environments. In this paper, we develop a framework for exploring the factors that inﬂuence IT delivery cost within an organization compared to the cost of using the cloud. We then apply the framework to develop insight on the economics of migrating to the cloud from the perspective of users in emerging markets. We ﬁnd that emerging markets have different characteristics from established economies that result in different barriers and beneﬁts realized from using the cloud.



I. I NTRODUCTION Cloud computing has the potential to deliver IT services at a lower barrier to entry in terms of cost, risk, and expertise, with higher flexibility and better scaling on-demand. Many cloud early adopters have bought into the argument [1], [2]. Previous studies have explored the economics and performance impact of using the cloud compared to traditional IT delivery in order to understand the benefits of cloud computing and to support user or application-specific decisions on migrating to the cloud [3], [4], [5], [6]. Most studies support that using the cloud can be beneficial. However, applying these findings to specific users or applications with their own set of business-driven requirements and expectations is not straight-forward. Different business contexts can lead to different cost-benefit results. In this paper, we explore the benefits of cloud computing in the context of emerging markets as it has characteristics that differentiate it from extensively studied developed markets [3], [4], [5], [6]. On the one hand, operating expenses such as power and cooling (utilities), and salary (labor) costs may be lower in emerging markets making in-house IT delivery a viable option. On the other hand, the incumbent IT delivery technology in emerging markets requires importing hardware and software which may be at a higher price point than c 2012 IEEE 978-1-4673-0269-2/12/$31.00 



developed markets making cloud an interesting option. In addition, economic studies have shown that emerging markets have a higher rate of technology adoption as observed in the growth of mobile devices and Internet penetration [7] compared to developed markets. Rather than technology evolution in order to support legacy software and infrastructure, emerging markets can leapfrog to the newest and latest innovations. These factors suggest a motivating case for cloud computing. So we ask, if developed markets see the cloud as a viable alternative for IT delivery, would emerging markets be more readily amenable to adopt the cloud? Our contribution in this paper is to establish a framework for developing insight into choice of deployment model either using traditional enterprise/in-house IT infrastructures or clouds for a given context. We use realistic operational cost models that are contextdifferentiators that impact deployment choice, such as salary and utilities that are often excluded from previous work. We apply our framework in the context of an emerging market, Thailand, and compare it to the US, an example developed market. We evaluate the cost of traditional enterprise IT vs. clouds for four classes of candidate workloads. We find that economic insight developed for established markets does not apply and the sweet spot for using cloud computing in emerging markets such as Thailand is shifted even for the same type of application workload. Furthermore, aggressive pricing is a key mechanism that can accelerate migration to clouds for Thailand. While our findings are specific to Thailand, our framework can be applied to other emerging markets with the appropriate context adjustments. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we first present our framework in Section II and then evaluate our model using various types of workloads in Section III. We summarize our findings in Section IV. II. M ODELING A PPROACH In this section, we present our modeling approach. We start with a review of the background and related work, followed by our architectural model, and our cost model
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(a) Deployed in enterprise data center.



(b) Deployed in Infrastructure-as-a-Service Cloud (IaaS).



Fig. 1.



Application delivery architecture.



for enterprise data center and cloud deployment. A. Background We leverage the Net Present Value (NPV) concept commonly used in financial analysis to evaluate an investment considering the time value of the investment over a fixed duration. NPV has been used to compare purchasing with renting CPU cycles from the cloud taking CPU performance depreciation into account [8]. It has also been used to compare the cost of hosting application workloads considering additional cost factors such as software licenses, electricity, workload growth, and multiple models of cloud usage [6]. Y −1 c(t) NPV = t=0 (1+k)t NPV is defined as the total investment cost over the course of Y years into the future, where c(t) is the cost invested at year t. k is the cost of capital where the money invested this year is worth more than money invested next year by a factor of (1+k). Like in previous work, we assume k to be 5%. However, our work focuses on a different set of contexts resulting in additional factors into the cost model c(t) that are context-specific costs such as salary and utilities that vary from country-to-country as discussed in Section II-C. We study how NPV differs in emerging economies compared to developed economies. We also look at four different application or system management contexts: (i) Compute-Only workloads, (ii) NetworkIntensive, (iii) Storage-Intensive, and (iv) workloads with systems management tasks such as backups. B. Architectural Model When considering IT delivery options, we focus our choices on two points of the architecture design space: in-house enterprise data center vs. Infrastructure-as-aService Cloud. Figure 1(a) depicts an architecture for an 1336



enterprise data center based on the latest virtualization technology. Virtual machine (VM) instances run on physical servers that are used as hypervisors (labeled A to N ). Physical servers have direct attached storage, but also may share network-attached storage. In Figure 1(b), enterprises may choose to deploy their applications on VMs in the cloud, agnostic of the actual physical server running their instances. Each VM may use a variety of storage options made available to them by the cloud provider such as network-attached block stores (e.g., Amazon’s EBS), or reliable persistent storage (e.g., Amazon’s S3). For the rest for this paper, we use the Amazon EC2 cloud offering [9] as the representative Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud. Note that there are other deployment architectures such as hybrid clouds where an application may have some components in the local data center and some in the cloud [4], [6], Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) [10], [11] that also present economic benefits. We are exploring their cost benefits under our framework as future work. C. Enterprise Data Center Cost Model Figure 2(a) provides the NPV computed over Y years of the annual cost of a delivery model based on inhouse/enterprise data centers cEnterpriseDataCenter (t) for year t, which is the sum of the cost of hardware cHW (t), software cSW (t), utilities cUtilities (t), and systems administrator salary cSalary (t). 1) Hardware & Software: Hardware cost in year t, cHW (t), is based on the number of physical servers nP hysicalServer (t) and storage servers nStorageServer (t) needed to run application workloads in year t. Their cost is accounted for only in the year in which they were purchased. In our application scenarios, we use open-source software. Thus, there are no software licensing costs. However, for applications that require software licenses, this cost should be accounted for accordingly. 2) Utilities: Utilities cost cUtilities (t) consists of electricity and network bandwidth cN etworkLink . The first term in equation represents the electricity costs, which is modeled based on the power required to run and cool the physical compute and storage servers. The number of units needed to run a server is based on its power supply unit, PSU. The number of units needed for cooling is a [0.5, 1] factor of the the number of units needed for running the servers [12], [8]. We model electricity cost as a monthly function based on total units of kilowatt-hours (kWh) consumed, represented in Figure 3. For example, for less than t1 units consumed, r1 is applied. Many utilities, including those
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N P VEnterpriseDataCenter =



Y −1  t=0



cEnterpriseDataCenter (t) (1 + k)t



cEnterpriseDataCenter (t) = cHW (t) + cSW (t) + cU tilities (t) + cSalary (t) where cHW (t) = (nP hysicalServer (t) × cP hysicalServer ) + (nStorageServer (t) × cStorageServer ), if purchased in year t. cSW (t) = 0, if using open-source software. cU tilities (t) = 12 × ((nP hysicalServer (t) × fElectricity (PServerP SU × CoolingRatio)) + (nStorageServer (t) × fElectricity (PStorageP SU × CoolingRatio)) + cNetworkLink ) cSalary (t) = F T ERatio × (nP hysicalServer (t) + nStorageServer (t)) × Salary (a) Enterprise data center. N P VCloud =



Y −1  t=0



cCloud (t) (1 + k)t



cCloud (t) = cCloudInstances (t) + cCloudStorage(t) + cCloudNetwork (t) + cCloudOther (t) nInstances (t)



where cCloudInstances (t) =







ReservationF eeSize(i) + (U sageF eeSize(i) × H),



i=0



the reservation fee is applied only for the first year of the term, using the minimum cost of either 3-year or 1-year terms. H = number of hours in a year cCloudStorage (t) = (StorageF ee × DataStored(t)) + (U sageF eeIO × IORate(t)) cCloudNetwork (t) = U sageF eeDataOut × DataOut(t) cCloudOther (t) = (StorageF eeSnapshot × DataStoredSnapshot (t)) + (U sageF eeIOSnapshot × IORateSnapshot (t)) (b) Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud (IaaS). Fig. 2.



Annual cost model for IT delivery for enterprise data centers and clouds.



offered by cloud providers commonly use this type of cost function. The total cost depends on the total units consumed. If u, greater than t2, is consumed for a cost function based on r1 ($/kW h), r2, and r3, then the total cost is c. Both electricity and network are computed monthly, then scaled by 12 to obtain the annual amount. 3) Salary: The salary cSalary (t) that is accounted for as part of operational expenses (OpEx) is the total amount needed to support the work related to administrating physical compute and storage servers in the enterprise data center. We note that administration of virtual machines is also required but we do not represent them in this term as virtual machine administrators are needed for both the enterprise data center delivery model and the cloud delivery model. They end up being the same amount, so we drop them from this term for simplicity. The F T ERatio n:1 is defined as the number of physical compute or storage servers n that one system administrator can manage. A “lower” F T ERatio such as 10:1 means that workers are less efficient than a “higher” F T ERatio such as 100:1. Values used for the models specific to the applications we study in Section III are listed in Table II.



Fig. 3. Usage-based cost function from utilities and cloud providers.



D. IaaS Cloud Cost Model Figure 2(b) provides the annual cost for IT delivery based on IaaS Clouds using Amazon EC2 as a representative provider. cCloud (t) for year t, which is the sum of the cost of virtual machine instances cCloudInstances (t), cloud storage cCloudStorage (t), network cCloudN etwork (t), and other cloud services such as backups cCloudOther (t). Using EC2 fees listed in Table I as a basis, we decompose each of the above costs next. 1) Instance Cost: We define the total number of cloud instances required in year t as nInstances (t), where for each instance i, there is an instance size Size(i) such as “Small”, “Large”, etc., and its associated reservation fee ReservationF eeSize(i) and usage fee ($/hour) U sageF eeSize(i) .
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Workload Requirement Compute



Storage



Network Backup



Amazon EC2 Offering Fee/Cost Model EC2 On-Demand Inst. Hourly Usage Fee (S, L, XL, etc.) EC2 Reserved Inst. Reservation Fee, (S, L, XL, etc.) Hourly Usage Fee EBS Storage Size Fee, I/O Rate Usage Fee S3 Storage Size Fee, I/O Rate Usage Fee Data In/Out Data Transfer Usage Fee Snapshot EBS to S3 Storage Size Fee, I/O Rate Usage Fee



TABLE I W ORKLOAD REQUIREMENTS MAPPED TO EXAMPLE CLOUD SERVICE OFFERINGS AND COST MODEL .



2) Storage: The cloud charges for both the total amount of data stored DataStored(t) and the total number of I/O requests IORate(t). Depending on the cloud storage used, such as EBS or S3, the storage fees StorageF ee and the usage fees U sageF eeIO vary. The fees are often modeled using a similar rate function to the one depicted in Figure 3. 3) Network: The cloud charges for both the total amount of data transferred out of an availability zone (cloud data center) DataOut(t). In some cases, data transferred into a cloud data center is also charged. Amazon recently removed DataIn charges, so we only keep the DataOut term and its fee U sageF eeDataOut in the cost model for simplicity. 4) Other Systems Management Cost: There are many cloud systems management service offerings such as instance monitoring, backups, load balancing, elasticity, etc. Depending on application requirements, a cloud user could employ one or more of these services in addition to its compute, storage and network needs. Our application in Section III-D requires snapshots for backup purposes, so we represent the cost of storing the snapshot based on the size of the snapshot DataStoredSnapshot (t) and using the snapshot service IORateSnapshot (t) (i.e., I/O writes to disk) in this term. We exclude other services for simplicity, but one could extend by IaaS cloud model by including other cloud services. Putting all these components together, we have both the cost model for using an enterprise data center vs. using the cloud to deliver the application. III. E VALUATION In this section, we evaluate our framework against four different workload types: workloads that are computeonly, network-intensive, storage-intensive, and storageintensive with backup requirements. 1338



A. Compute-Only Workload The compute-only workload requires only compute cycles, thus we can eliminate many terms in our model. When the compute-only workload is deployed in the enterprise data center, we do not need a dedicated storage server. We can use the directly-attached storage on the compute servers to satisfy any storage needs. Therefore, we can set nStorageServer to 0 to simplify our enterprise cost model in Figure 2 to accommodate only physical compute servers. In order to compare computational capacity between physical servers in the enterprise data center and the cloud, we determine that the number of VMs that a modern physical server with 12 2.66 GHz cores (two Xeon 6-core CPUs) such as the one listed in Table II is roughly similar to 24 small EC2 instances. We evaluate NPV over a time-frame of three years which is the typical refresh/replace cycle for compute hardware. Using an F T ERatio of 10:1, worst-case power and cooling consumption, and salary values in Table II, we find that the NPV over the course of 3 years for in-house deployment is $16.6k and $36.8k for Thailand and the US, respectively, as depicted in Figures 4(a) and (b). In Thailand, hardware contributes the most to total cost whereas in the US, labor has the largest contribution. Note that server power consumption costs are modelled based on full utilization of the server’s power supply unit, in this case 750 W. In cases where the server is idle, the average power utilization has been measured to be around 60% and when the server is lightly loaded, the power consumption is already close to 90% [12]. The NPV of using the cloud to support 24 small instances over three years is $32.4k and $26.4k in Thailand and in the US, respectively. The price difference stems from the use of the EC2 data center in Asia which has proximity to Thailand (i.e., shorter round trip times), but charges an instance cost of $0.04/hour compared to only $0.03/hour in the US. Using the cloud in Thailand, especially for compute-only workloads doubles the cost compared to deployment in an in-house enterprise data center. In fact, in order for cloud computing to be a competitive choice, either the system administrators need to become much less efficient with an unrealistic F T ERatio of 1:1, or the instance cost for cloud needs to drop by more than half to about $0.015/hour. However for the US, given that labor costs are high, using the cloud could reduce the NPV over $10k over the course of three years. For the cloud to cost the same as in-house deployment, the F T ERatio must be at more efficient than a rate of 19:1 as depicted in Figure 4(c). The x-axis depicts the impact that F T ERatio has on the
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(a) Thailand.



(b) US. Fig. 4.



Item cP hysicalServer



(c) NPV vs. FTE Ratio.



Three-year NPV for in-house deployments of compute-only workload.



cStorageServer cNetworkLink Salary F T ERatio fElectricity



Specification 2 x Xeon 2.66 GHz (6-core), 48 GB memory, 4 TB storage, 750 W PSU Approx. 24 small EC2 instances NASD 4 TB 50/20 Mbps Physical Server Admin 10:1 [13] Cost Function in Figure 3



CoolingRatio



[0.5,1]



Cost (TH) $9,800



Cost (US) $9,800



$6,600 $126/month (DSL) $12,000 r1 = $0.0592, t1 = 150kW h; r2 = $0.0911, t2 = 400kW h; r3 = $0.0977, t3 = ∞ N/A



$6,600 $154/month (Fiber) $80,000 r1 = $0.1115 [12], t1 = ∞ N/A



TABLE II VALUES USED FOR APPLICATION CASE STUDIES .



NPV. In emerging markets such as Thailand, regardless of F T ERatio, the cloud is not a competitive option unless the price of cloud computing drops. However, in developed markets where labor costs dominate, the cloud becomes a more competitive option if the FTE Ratio for the enterprise data center is too high. B. Network-Intensive Workload In order to model the needs of a network-intensive application, we use the workload characteristics of the standard TPC-W [14] benchmark emulating an online bookstore using a three-tiered web application architecture. All three tiers are based on open-source software packages Apache HTTP server, JBoss application server, and MySQL database. The cloud instance cost cInstance is modeled based on the number of transactions per second that can be supported on 24 small EC2 instances, comparable to the server hardware in Table II. We use results from previous work [6] to determine the number of transactions per second, assuming that the total number of VMs at the end of year 3 is 24 instances and the annual transaction growth rate is 20%. As such, the total number of small EC2 instances required for the front end is 1 instance from years 1-3. The application requires (11,13,15) instances for the app server, and (5,6,8) instances for the database server from years 1-3. We also assume that cloud instances use local ephemeral storage so there is no additional storage cost on the cloud.



Using the same parameters as in the compute-only workload, an F T ERatio of 10:1, worst-case power and cooling consumption, and salary and network link costs from Table II, we find that the NPV over 3 years for inhouse deployment is $21k and $42k for Thailand and the US, respectively, as depicted in Figures 5(a) and (c). In Thailand, hardware costs dominate contributing up to 47% of total NPV whereas in the US labor costs dominate contributing up to 54% of NPV. Figures 5(b) and (d) depict the breakdown of contributors to the NPV for using the cloud. For the TPC-W workload, using the cloud is almost 3-times the cost of running the workload in-house in Thailand. The cloud NPV for Thailand is $61k which is roughly 30% more expensive than the NPV of $44k for the US corresponding to the rate differences between the Asia data center and the US data center. The network data out charges are much higher in Asia ($0.19/GB vs. $0.12/GB). However, even if cloud network charges were zero, the cost of instances is still prohibitively expensive compared to inhouse enterprise data center delivery. On the other hand, the US presents a more interesting case. The resulting in-house NPV and cloud NPV are roughly similar. With an F T ERatio of 10:1 or better, i.e., a more efficient workforce, the enterprise data center could be a more cost-effective approach. The network cost for using the cloud to deliver content is very high, contributing to half of the total cost and more than 5times the in-house network cost for a network-intensive
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(a) In-house Thailand. Fig. 5.



(b) In-cloud Thailand.



(d) In-cloud US.



Three-year NPV for in-house and in-cloud deployments of a network-intensive workload.



(a) In-house Thailand. Fig. 6.



(c) In-house US.



(b) In-cloud Thailand.



(c) In-house US.



(d) In-cloud US.



Three-year NPV for in-house and in-cloud deployments of a storage-intensive workload.



application such as TPC-W. C. Storage-Intensive Workload Next, we look at a storage-intensive workload which is large scale data analytics and business intelligence system that we had direct experience in designing for our organization. The application consists of 11 different application components as listed in Table III. The larger components are the data warehouse, business intelligence data analytics server and report designer. Over three years, the data warehouse will hold about 4TB of data, each record representing a service transaction. The business intelligence server is expected to see intensive daily use from more than 200+ users sifting through daily reports of operational performance metrics. A couple of web portals support the application, and a set of data management tools are provided to support data cleansing, conversion and loading into the data warehouse. Lastly, as part of the application eco-system, a set of system monitoring and management servers and a VPN server to support secure connections into the application are also provided. Each component will be instantiated as a VM in the in-house enterprise data center, or as a cloud instance in the case of a cloud-based deployment, using the sizing listed in the table. The physical hardware to be deployed in the enterprise data center is the server listed in Table II as all VMs fit in one server. Storage is provided through the server’s direct attached storage. In the case of cloud deployment, the total number of instances is based on Table III. The storage cost in the cloud is based on using EBS which is costed based on total amount of data stored and total number of I/O transactions. The data stored modeled as 1340



Fig. 7.



Fig. 8.



I/O transactions for two types of application requests.



NPV vs. intensity of I/O transactions for the US.



having an annual growth rate of 20% and reaching an accumulated total of 4 TB at the end of year 3. The total number of I/O transactions is measured from experiments conducted with the application. We collected application transaction information using iostat. An example iostat result is depicted in Figure 7(a) and (b) for a data loading request and a data analytics report request, respectively. We determined that for every 1 GB of stored data, there are roughly 0.66 I/O requests/s. This is similar to Amazon EC2’s rule of thumb which suggests that for every 1 GB of stored data, there is 1 I/O request/sec [15]. The network bandwidth required
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Application Component/VM Description Data Warehouse Business Intelligence Report Designer Business Intelligence Analytics Server Web Portal Application I, II Data Management Utility I, II, III System Monitoring and Management I, II VPN Server Total



EC2 Size L L L 2xS 3xS 2xS High-CPU M 7 S,1 High-CPU-M, 3 L



EC2 Compute Units 4 4 4 2x1 3x1 2x1 5 24



Memory (GB) 7.5 7.5 7.5 2x1.7 3x1.7 2x1.7 1.7 36.1



TABLE III I NSTANCE SIZES FOR COMPONENTS OF THE DATA - INTENSIVE ANALYTICS APPLICATION .



for the application is also measured, but found to have minor impact on cost. Again, using the settings listed in Table II, an F T ERatio of 10:1, and worst-case power and cooling consumption, the NPV over three years is $21k for Thailand and $42k for the US for an in-house deployment, and $50k and $42k for a cloud deployment as depicted in Figure 6. Again, we find that the cloud is not an attractive alternative for Thailand. In addition, the cloud provides similar total NPV to in-house deployment for the US. Aside from the instance cost, the second largest factor to NPV is cloud storage I/O cost. I/O costs can change with different I/O workloads as depicted in Figure 8, with NPV on the y-axis as a function of I/O intensity where I/O intensity indicates the number of I/O operations/sec to 1 GB of storage on the x-axis. For example, a value of 1 means that there are 1 I/O request/sec for every 1 GB of storage which is the Amazon rule-ofthumb. We find that if the I/O intensity is less than 1, the cloud is a more cost effective option in the US. D. Storage-Intensive Workload w/ Backups In this last case study, we explore the implications of systems management requirements on cloud cost. To the extent of our knowledge our study is the first to look into systems management cost as part of cloud migration decisions. Again, using the same application as in the previous section, we now ask what happens if the data warehouse requires backup and recovery services. Implementing backup in-house requires an additional hypervisor such that when hardware failures and disasters occur, the backed-up VM can be brought up on another piece of hardware and continue to run. In addition, to support backups, an additional storage server is needed to store the image and share the image across other hypervisors for recovery. This adds two additional servers to cHardware and additional labor and power costs to support those two servers. This brings the NPV for Thailand up to $51.5k and $112.5k for the US as depicted in Figures 9(a) and (c), which more than doubled compared to the previous case without any backup and recovery services in Figure 6.



On the other hand, implementing backup on the cloud is a simple snapshot that has to be run every now and then. Furthermore, there is no need to have any other physical machines stand-by for the recovery because there are abundant resources on the cloud that would be available to use any time. Thus, the additional cost of performing snapshots and storing the snapshot are very minimal only adding about $10.2k or 17% for Thailand and 19% for the US to the cloud NPV over the course of three years as depicted in Figures 9(b) and (d). This marginal increase in cost compared to the much larger increase when deploying in-house indicates that the cloud provider can absorb more risk at lower cost, especially in the case of users in the US. The cost of using the cloud with backup services is half the cost of using a comparable enterprise data center. However, for Thailand, given the already low starting point for inhouse deployment, the cloud still is a more expensive alternative under this scenario. Lastly, we ask, when will the benefits of using cloud be less attractive to users in the US for this scenario. We look at the F T ERatio to provide us insight since the key factor to cost in developed markets is labor. The default 10:1 ratio that we use is on the low end suitable for small-medium enterprises. For larger enterprises, it is likely that the F T ERatio is higher perhaps even up to 50:1 for very large Internet-scale enterprises. Our results indicate that the enterprise needs to be extremely efficient at 80:1 for the cloud to start to look unattractive to developed markets such as the US. IV. S UMMARY In this paper, we proposed a framework for evaluating cloud computing as a viable delivery mechanism against in-house enterprise data centers. We used cost, represented as net present value (NPV), as the key evaluation metric for identifying the appropriate delivery mechanism for the workload of interest. Our model considers business-specific factors such as labor costs, utility costs, and infrastructure and systems management costs that differ drastically from one context to another.
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(a) In-house Thailand. Fig. 9.



(b) In-cloud Thailand.



(d) In-cloud US.



Three-year NPV for in-house and in-cloud deployments of a storage-intensive workload with backup requirements.



We evaluated our framework in the context of emerging vs. established markets, under 4 types of workloads. We used cost structures in Thailand and the US as data points for our evaluation. For Thailand, our example emerging market, we found that for all workloads, the cost of cloud computing is higher than the cost of deployment in one’s own enterprise data center. This is primarily because labor costs are much lower while cloud pricing is the same as or higher than in established markets, favoring in-house approaches. Cloud providers do not offer prices that cater to emerging market economics, and until they do, the benefits that public clouds would provide over in-house options are not tangible. For the US, our example established market, the cloud is an unclear alternative for network-intensive and storage-intensive workloads. The pay-per-use scheme can be very expensive in these cases because both cloud network and storage I/O prices are rather high. Even with moderate FTE ratios such as 10:1, the cloud is already starting to look less attractive. Unless the enterprise is truly inefficient, operating at a lower FTE than 10:1, would the cloud be a good option. Otherwise the workloads that benefit from using the cloud are not the ones that require intensive network or storage I/O. The cloud is a clear alternative for established markets in two scenarios. For CPU-only applications, the cloud provides a much better NPV because high labor costs dominate the in-house NPV. Similarly for systems requiring backup services, building and supporting a stand-by infrastructure in the enterprise is an expensive approach. We used our framework to evaluate the economics of cloud computing primarily comparing against a private cloud in-house vs. an IaaS provider public cloud solution. While we selected these two points from the broader cloud computing space, we have shed some light on factors that need to be considered particularly for emerging markets such as Thailand that could help accelerate public clouds’ viability. Our framework can be extended along multiple directions as future work. For example, the framework could support additional models of other types of clouds (hybrid, SaaS, PaaS) and other types of workloads. In addition, cost is not
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(c) In-house US.
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